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1. Overview
We provide more examples between HOI and affordance

in Section B. ATL for One-Stage HOI detection is illus-
trated in Section C. Section D contains more details. Sec-
tion E shows more comparison of object affordance recog-
nition and the ablation study of the number of verbs on af-
fordance recognition. We illustrate the Non-COCO classes
that we select from Object365 on section F. Section G pro-
vides additional affordance results (mAP) and additional il-
lustration of recent HOI approaches. Lastly, we compare
prior approaches (i.e. VCL [6], FCL [5]) and ATL in detail.

2. More Examples of HOI and Object Affor-
dance

Images labeled with HOI annotations simultaneously
show the affordance of the objects. Therefore, we can not
only learn to detect HOIs, but also learn to recognize the af-
fordance of the objects. By combining the affordance rep-
resentation with various kinds of its corresponding objects,
we enable the HOI model to recognize the affordance of
novel objects.

3. Affordance Transfer Learning for One-
Stage HOI detection

Current HOI approaches mainly include one-stage meth-
ods [9, 16, 15] and two-stage methods [4, 6]. In main
paper, we simultaneously evaluate ATL on both one-stage
method and two-stage method. We implement ATL based
on the code of [15], which implement HOI detection based
on Faster-RCNN [12]. In details, we use 2 object images
and 4 HOI images for each batch with 2 GPUs. Here, we
regard the concatenation of features extracted from union
and human boxes with RoI Align separately as verb fea-
ture. We regard the feature extracted from object boxes
as object feature. We compose novel HOIs from object
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<person, sit_on, bench>

The bench is sittable

<person, carry, baseball bat>

The baseball bat is carriable

Figure 1. Examples about HOI and Affordance.

features and verb features between HOI images and object
images. Different from two-stage method, we also com-
pose object features and verb features between HOI images
(i.e. VCL [6]). Meanwhile, during optimization, we keep
the object detection learning for object images. For base-
line, we remove the compositional approach (i.e. without
compositional learning loss). Code is aviable at https:
//github.com/zhihou7/HOI-CL-OneStage.

4. Supplementary Description
. In the Table 4 (object affordance recognition) in pa-

per, we illustrate the affordance recognition of novel classes
in zero-shot HOI detection on HICO-DET. All objects in
HICO-DET, Val2017, Object365 with COCO classes are
from the 12 novel classes (unseen objects). In the Novel
Classes category, those objects are still Non-COCO classes.
Besides, we can use both COCO images and HOI images

https://github.com/zhihou7/HOI-CL-OneStage
https://github.com/zhihou7/HOI-CL-OneStage


as object images in our experiments. But we do not find
any improvement on HICO-DET. Thus in Table ??, we do
not include the result when we use two datasets as object
images. It might be because there are nearly 900,000 ob-
ject instances in COCO while HICO has only aroud 100,
000 object instances. For novel object zero-shot, there are
too much many composite HOIs for seen HOIs, we thus re-
move some COCO object images for balancing the data.

5. Additional Ablation Study
The effect of different number of object images on af-

fordance recognition. Table 1 illustrates the comparison
of object affordance recognition among different number
of object images in the minibatch on HICO-DET dataset.
We find ATL with two images in each batch apparently
improves the performance of object affordance recognition
compared to one image and three images among COCO cat-
egories. Moreover, we find with more object images in each
batch, ATL further improves the affordance recognition per-
formance on Non-COCO classes. This means with multiple
object images, ATL has better generalization of affordance
recognition to novel classes.

The effect of the number of verbs on affordance recog-
nition In affordance recognition, we randomly choose M
instances for those affordances with more than M instances
in dataset and all instances for other affordances. We ab-
late M in Table 2 under the ATL model with COCO objects
and our baseline. The baseline is the model without com-
positional learning. Besides, when we use different M , we
also update Si. If we keep Si same as the number when
M = 100, all results will be very small when M < 100.

Table 2 shows the number goes stable after 20. This
means we do not need to store a large number of templates
of affordance representation.

6. Non-COCO classes
For evaluating ATL on affordance recognition of unseen

classes, we manually select 12 non-coco classes from ob-
ject365: glove, microphone, american football, strawberry,
flashlight, tape, baozi, durian, boots, ship, flower, basket-
ball. The actions that we can act on those objects (i.e. affor-
dance) on HOI-COCO and HICO-DET are list on Table 3
and Table 4 respectively.

We further provide some visual examples of the Non-
COCO classes in Figure 2. ATL can recognize the affor-
dance of those objects without being interacted by combin-
ing the affordance representation and those object features.

7. Additional Results and Comparision
We find the metrics (Recall, Precision, F1) the paper

(first version) uses is not much robust. F1 is sensitive to
the confidence. Thus, we further evaluate the affordance

recognition in Table 5 by Mean average Precision (mAP)
(%). Table 5 shows the compositional learning approach
consistently improves the baseline among all categories.

Due to the limitation of space in main paper. Other re-
cent HOI detection methods are provided in Table 8.

8. Discussion between Prior Approaches
ATL extends VCL [6] by composing verbs and objects

from object detection datasets which do not have HOI anno-
tations. ATL presents a way to explore a broader source of
data for HOI detection. Meanwhile, ATL finds that the HOI
network trained with compositional learning can be simul-
taneously applied to affordance recognition. Meanwhile,
ATL shows with more data, ATL can improve the general-
ization of affordance recognition on new dataset.

Prior to ATL, Fabricated Compositional Learning [5]
was presented to fabricated objects to ease the open long-
tailed issue for HOI detection. FCL [5] inspires our to com-
pose novel HOIs from verb features from HOI images and
object features from external object datasets. Compared to
VCL [6] and ATL [6], FCL [6] is more flexible to gener-
ate balanced objects for each verb, and thus achieves bet-
ter performance on some zero-shot settings. However, FCL
also has some limitations. Although FCL achieves similar
even better performance to ATL in HOI detection, Table 5
shows the model of FCL in fact is unable to recognize af-
fordance. In addition, Table 6 further shows although FCL
[6] achieves also good results on Novel Object HOI detec-
tion with a generic object detector, the results of FCL [6]
on Unseen category goes to zero without a generic object
detector.

We further illustrates the complementary between FCL
and VCL in Table 7. Here, we fuse the prediction results of
the two model to evaluate the complementary. We find this
can largely improves the result.
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Table 1. Additional Ablation study of object affordance recognition with HOI network among different number of object images on HICO-
DET. Val2017 is the validation 2017 of COCO [10]. Subset of Object365 is the validation of Object365 [13] with only COCO labels.
Novel classes are selected from Object365 with non-COCO labels. Object means what object dataset we use. The content in parentheses
indicates the number of images in each batch.

Method HOI Data Object
Val2017 of COCO Subset of Object365 HICO-DET Novel classes

Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1 Rec Prec F1
ATL (1) HICO COCO 16.63 62.91 24.73 12.47 39.92 17.45 12.47 52.45 18.66 7.30 18.44 9.73
ATL (2) HICO COCO 33.69 79.54 44.32 28.25 63.56 35.24 30.27 73.53 40.31 12.41 14.56 12.86
ATL (3) HICO COCO 27.36 78.21 38.12 21.84 53.57 28.25 13.85 57.42 20.94 12.15 26.07 15.56

Table 2. The effect of different number of verbs in affordance feature bank. Mean average Precision (mAP) (%) is reported. Dataset means
the evaluation object dataset. HICO-DET means the test set of HICO-DET. Val2017 means the validation set of COCO2017.

#M Dataset 1 5 10 20 40 80 100
Baseline Val2017 13.39 15.90 17.69 18.74 19.25 19.67 19.71
ATL (COCO) Val2017 52.98 53.74 55.40 55.19 54.88 55.77 56.05
Baseline HICO-DET 14.77 18.30 20.22 21.70 22.21 23.00 23.18
ATL (COCO) HICO-DET 56.04 58.03 59.14 57.84 56.61 57.23 57.41

Table 3. Affordances of Non-COCO classes from Object365 on
HOI-COCO.

name verbs/affordances
glove carry, throw, hold
microphone talk on phone, carry, throw, look, hold
american football kick, carry, throw, look, hit, hold
strawberry cut, eat, carry, throw, hold
flashlight carry, throw, hold
tape carry, throw, hold
baozi eat, carry, look, hold
durian eat, carry, hold
boots carry, hold
ship ride, sit, lay, look
flower look, hold
basketball throw, hold

Table 4. Affordances of Non-COCO classes from Object365 on
HICO-DET.
name verbs/affordances
glove buy, carry, hold, lift, pick up, wear
microphone carry, hold, lift, pick up
american football block, carry, catch, hold, kick, lift, pick up, throw
strawberry buy, eat, hold, lift, move
flashlight buy, hold, lift, pick up
tape buy, hold, lift, pick up
baozi buy, eat, hold, lift, pick up
durian buy, hold, lift, pick up
boots buy, hold, lift, pick up, wear
ship adjust, board
flower buy, hold, hose, lift, pick up
basketball block, hold, kick, lift, pick up, throw
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carriable, holdable… holdable, throwable, …

eatable, carriable, … eatable, carriable, …

flower american football

durian baozi

Figure 2. Examples of Non-COCO classes and its affordances.
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Table 5. Comparison of object affordance recognition with HOI network among different datasets. Val2017 is the validation 2017 of COCO
[10]. Object365 is the validation of Object365 [13] with only COCO labels. Novel classes are selected from Object365 with non-COCO
labels. Object means what object dataset we use. ATLZS means novel object zero-shot HOI detection model in Table 3 on HICO-DET. For
ATLZS , we show the results of the 12 classes of novel objects in Val2017, Subset of Object365 and HICO-DET. All results are reported
by Mean average Precision (mAP)(%).

Method HOI Data Object Val2017 Object365 HICO-DET Novel classes
Baseline HOI - 31.91 26.16 44.00 14.27
FCL [5] HOI - 41.89 32.20 55.95 18.84
VCL [6] HOI HOI 76.43 69.04 86.89 32.36
ATL HOI HOI 76.52 69.27 87.20 34.20
ATL HOI COCO 90.84 85.83 92.79 36.28
Baseline HICO - 19.71 17.86 23.18 6.80
FCL [6] HICO - 25.11 25.21 37.32 6.80
VCL [6] HICO HICO 36.74 35.73 43.15 12.05
ATL HICO HICO 52.01 50.94 59.44 15.64
ATL HICO COCO 56.05 40.83 57.41 8.52
ATLZS HICO HICO 24.21 20.88 28.56 12.26
ATLZS HICO COCO 35.55 31.77 39.45 13.25

Table 6. Comparison of Zero Shot Detection results of between
FCL [5] and ATL. NO means novel object HOI detection. * means
we only use the boxes of the detection results.

Method Type Unseen Seen Full
FCL [5] NO 15.38 21.30 20.32
ATL (COCO) NO 15.11 21.54 20.47
FCL [5] NO 0.00 13.71 11.43
ATL (COCO)* NO 5.05 14.69 13.08

Table 7. Evaluation of the complementary between ATL and FCL.
We use the released model of FCL [5].

Method Full Rare Non-Rare
FCL [5] 24.68 20.03 26.07
ATL (COCO) 24.50 18.53 26.28
FCL + ATL 25.63 21.18 26.95

Table 8. Additional Illustration of recent HOI detection ap-
proaches.

Method Default Known Object
Full Rare NonRare Full Rare NonRare

FG [1] 21.96 16.43 23.62 - - -
VSGNet [14] 19.80 16.05 20.91 - - -
DJ-RN [8] 21.34 18.53 22.18 23.69 20.64 24.60
IP-Net [16] 19.56 12.79 21.58 22.05 15.77 23.92
PPDM [9] 21.73 13.78 24.10 24.58 16.65 26.84
Kim et al. [2] 17.58 11.72 19.33 19.76 14.68 21.27
ACP [7] 20.59 15.92 21.98 - - -
PD-Net [17] 20.81 15.90 22.28 24.78 18.88 26.54
FCMNet [11] 20.41 17.34 21.56 22.04 18.97 23.12
VCL [6] 23.63 17.21 25.55 25.98 19.12 28.03
DRG [3] 24.53 19.47 26.04 27.98 23.11 29.43
ATL (COCO) V CL 24.50 18.53 26.28 27.23 21.27 29.00
ATL (COCO) DRG 28.53 21.64 30.59 31.18 24.15 33.29
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